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Was there anything unusual about the story ? 

If you were assessing it editorially, what would you say ? 
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Was there anything unusual about the story ? 
If you were assessing it editorially, what would you say ? 



BEACHWEAR FASHIONS (JAPANESE HE SREEL) 

Debenhams, a 
^famous London shop* displays its "Calypso Collection" of beachwear, inspired 

perhaps by Princess Margaret's visit to the West Indies and the current interest in 

the new Federation. 

Models in order of appearance: -

Marlene Honour wears a white cotton dress with orrange poppies and with petticoat. 

Elizabeth Duke wears a multi-coloured nylon swimsuit with black background, and 

a pink towelling jacket. She remoees the Jacket to show the swimsuit. 

Anne White wears blue shorts and shirt with a boat design, with a beach bag and 

yellow "cookie" hat. She turns to show back of atafc shirt. 

Jenny Meredith wears a green, white and gold button-through dress, and a bikini 

with spot design. She removes dress to show bikini. 

Brenda Cocdhi wears blue striped jeans and tunic, with long beads and blue hat. 

Jackei Marks wears a white bikini and jacket with blue V-design, with surf-ball and 

blue hat. She undoes the jacket to show bikini. 

(After this model, close-up of Duke of Bedford watching the show.) 

Jenny Meredith wears a bikini and cape with cherry design. She takes off cape 

to diow bikini. 

Three models sit down to eat bananas. Final shot is of Jenny Meredith. 
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?hia Is a simple bag, the humble hemp-bag, which is now 
risen to the honor of high faanions women*s dresses ar» 
inspired to this line. 
The freak of fashion has put somen into bags, on every 
hour of the day...... we wonder how they are able to 
step, so close in* 
Them is even a bag for dancing..*••• and also a swollen 
bag which turns into the balloon line* 

This line revolution appears to be a good opportunity 
for tailors to aake money. 

Since it is said that such fashioned dresses melees 
look younger, no wonder that an aged woman like this 
one endeavored to be up to date * 

We guessed the dustmen - the bag-expert - could give 
us some information about bag inspiration... but this 
is his professional secret, er we had to apply to a 
relentless follower and proselyt wearing a pure cloth-bag. 


